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MARVELS FROM WOOD PULP

SILK 3UVIOXG IS TilE IjlTEST AI
pLIcxtrl

Car AVheelH lain Brick AVInilorr
Fan DraIn Tiles Tclesrapli-
1oluh Gnus Cloth PaInt niMl-

CoantlCHH Other Tiling from the
AVomlertuI Substance InclnKtry-
TVoir Branching in All Directions
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I announcement
Company-

The made simultane¬

ously in France and in England that
the discovery of a process for the
manufacture of silk directly from wood
pulp has proven an unquestionable

E commercial success means not only
that the silk worm raising industry as
Weil as the silk worm itself is doomed
but it marks the latest steD In that
wonderful advance within the last ten
years in the use of wood pulp as a
material for manufacture Very few
people probably are aware of the varied
uses to which this product technically
known as cellulose is now putthat
from Ih now comes the larger part of
the pap r which we use and most of
the car wheels of the coaches upon
which we ride and rails for railways-
and wagon wheels and horse shoes
imitation porcelain ware barrels boats
window panes furniture of many
kinds telegraph poles drain pipes and
tiling paving brick coffins carpets
thread heavy guns matches yes and
portable houses paint artificial teeth
and even bicycle frames-

It would indeed require a long cata-
logue

¬

to tell of the protean forms
which wood pulp is now made to as¬

sume To it we owe the penny blanket
sheet newspapers and the marvelously
low priced magazines and cheap books
and cheap wrapping paper There are
in the United States two newspapers
which alone use up in a year more
paper than was produced in the whole
country 25 years ago and there are
five or six newspapers in the United
States which together use up more
paper than was made in the whole
world at that period Today great
forests are being annually slaughtered-
to afford material for the wood pulp
machines An enormous industry has
been built up in this and other coun-
tries

¬

whose capitalization and annual
product runs up into the hundreds of
millions And still those engaged in
the industry regard it as yet in the
Stage of short dresses

The latest application to the manu ¬

facture of silk seems to confirm this
view Almost all the uses of cellulose
indeed aside from that for paper mak ¬

ing have come within the last ten
years and probably the last year has
seen more new uses made of this re-
markable

¬

substance than in all the
oUier ten put together New patents-
are being taken out every month and
with the enormous extension that will
be made by the invasion of the vast
spruce and fir forests of the north Pa ¬
cific cost in this country and of Si-
beria it is entirely probable that the
next few years wH witness a still more
remarkable advance

This hue development is somewhat
curious in view of the fact that the
idea of grinding wood up into pulp and
employing it for various purposes is
not nearlyI so new as most people sup-
pose

¬

As far back as 1719 a French ¬

man named Reamur published an
espiy upon the subject taking his hint
from the wasps whose paperlike nests
are literally made from wood pulp
manufactured by those insects But it
vas only something like 30 or 40 years
ago that anv practical trial of the
matter was made and it is almost
wholly within the last quarter of a
century that the industry has begun-
to assume any importance Its first
and still its principal application was
in the manufacture of paper In the
beginning it was used purely as an
accessory to rags and straw fibre it be ¬

ing originally the belief that a paper-
of sufficient strength and firmness of
texture could not be made from wood
pulp alone Now however not only
the paper upon which this article is
printed but the magazines and a very
large proportion of the books now pub ¬

lished are made wholly from pulp
Of the latter however there are two

distinct varieties that of wood pulp
proper and that which is more properly
described as wood fibre The first is
obtained by a purely mechanical and
the second chiefly by a chemical pro ¬

cess The production of wood pulp
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proper is simplicity itself The logs
usually of spruce or fir are cut into
suitable lengths from a foot and a
half to four feet long and these are
then ready for the grinders These
pieces have been carefully freed from j

knots and denuded of bark and care
is taken that they shall be free from
any defects or rot The grinders areheavy machines usually driven direct
ly by a waterwheel and very much j

resemble a wheatgrinding burr very
much enlarged and set on Its side
They consist of large rotary grind ¬

a speciali strength and ofgStoOO d the blocks against these
stones Hydraulic pressure forces the
blocks of wood against tIle grinders
while a stream of water prevents theirbeing burned by friction and at thesame time carries off the groundup j

I

pulp The latter is either fed directly
to the papermaking machine or else I

carried f dryers and compressers
known as wet machines In the case
of the latter the pulp is made up in
blocks consisting of about twothirdswater and onethird pulp and in thisshape is ready for shipment-

If however the pulp is fed directly to
the papermaking machine it is first
taken in hand by engines or beaters j

very muclj shnSlar to those whIch
handle the rags in rag paper making j

which reduce the fibers to the proper
length and give them the desired con ¬ I

sistency When a vat of pulp has been
properly treated the mash is trans
ferred to a receptacle where It awaits
its tse by the papermaking machine j

By tna latter it is taken up on an end j

less brass wire oJoth the meshes of
whirli permit the water to escape
as the cloth slowly travels forward At
simple contrivance keeps the wire cloth
vibrating and assists In the knitting-
of the fiber Next an endless web of
felt takes this thin layer of partially
dried pulp and runs It through several
large cold rollers which remove the
most of the remaining moisture and
press the fibers into a closely knit strip i

From this point to the hot rollers the j

paper is carried without assistance of
further webs and as the successive i

hot rollers pass over it the paper be
comes dry and firm A series of calenuar rolJs next take It in hand and

J

I

give it the desired smothness and pol-
ish

¬

and from thence it is cut up in
sheets or wound in rolls as desired

Now it is worth noting at this stage
that the calendaring of rolls are very
often themselves made of paper since
paradoxical as it may seem paper rolls
possess a hardness and yield a finish
wJiich is Impossible with rolls of fteel
These calendar rolls are made up in a-
very simple way by taking a countless
number of sheets and fitting them over
a steel core set on end almost iden-
tically

¬

in the fashion that you stick a
pile of bills over a sharppointed bill
file or holder Between each of these
sheets is a preparation of glue and
when the core has been covered these
are subjected to enormous hydraulic
pressure which gives them a wonderfulI hardness The edges of the paper are
then turnedin a lathe precisely the
same way that a steel roll would be
turned and so firm is the surface
which the edges of the paper thus
prepared presents that a sharp flint
pebble passed through the rolls will
be ground to pieces without making the
slightest mark Thus in a literal sense-
is paper made to make paper

With the wood pulp thus prepared
it happeno that It Is impossible to se¬

cure the same strength and texture of
ragmade paper and fOT a long time at
the beginning rag and straw pulp was
mixed wuh the wood pulp in order to
obtain this desired strength for high
grade papers But art this point the
chemists took up the problem and dis-
covered two processes by wfoch the
wood was reduced to the required stace
without desfroyitig the fiber as is the
case in grinding These processes con-
sist

¬

simply in the breatmer of the
wood cut in small chips with alkaline-
or acid solutions The wood is cut up
into bits about an inch thick and
thrown Irto vats containing one of
these soluions and then boiled at a
Jiiga temperature This process reduces
the wood to a soft saponaceous mix ¬

ture when it is readily handled for the
making of paper or any other desired
aiticle This Is of course much more
expensive than simply putting the
wood In a grindstone and at the pres-
ent

¬

time tie groundup wood pulp and
the chemically prepared wood fiber are
usually mixed in certain proportions-
to make the different grades of paper

Bu as already indicated paper is
now only one of the countless forms in
which this wood pulp or wood fibre is
now made up Probably the next and
most important employment Is that for
car wheels These are as a rule made
from straw pulp and directly from
straw board A solid disk or Wheel
made up of a number of layers much-
in the same way as the calendar rolls
are made is forced under atrong pres ¬

sure into a steel tire Then into the
center of this disk an axle box is
thrust under similar pressure When
first the straw board discs are pUt to¬

gether they are thrust under a hy-
draulic

¬

weight of 8000 kilograms for
an hour and a pressure of 90 to 120
tons Is employed in fitting the tires
In this way a wheel is made that is
about three times as durable as three
made of nteelI l and furthermore far
more elastic

This elasticity not only greatlyl in ¬

creases ease of railway travel but it I

diminishes tile vibrations of the axle
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and bearings the effect of vibrations becng to crjstalize iron or
steel where the wheel made of theselatter substances At Pullman III
the chief cf manufacture in thiscoontry pair of wheels have a rec
onaeU run of almost million and

of miles a record which cxcep
tional for any kind of

This same wonderful hardness which
obtainable with paper has very re-

cently been urned to accojrr in Ber
lin Germany in the of paving

These are made fromdinary wood or pulp to
sulphate of zinc is addd as preserva
tive The raararial thoroughly
mixed is put Into vat wnere other
chemicals are added and then subject
ed to pressure of 2000 thesquare inch The bricks thus

placed in a kiln and baked for 48
hours as bricks day These
wood pup bricks wfigh about three

those the same
clay weigii ten pounds and are

practically indestructible Furth
mcce they ate said to make very Ue
noise Under tile same process con-
duits for the use of electric tele-
phone cables are now being made and
drain tiling SB well Among the advantages claimed the Iater its
exceeding hardness fis light weigh
its nonconduoidvity of heat sound

elasticity to all re-
quirements The dampness experienced
usually in the case of stone also ab
sent and in and appearance thetiling takes rank over that made of
clay Similarly dentist in Lubecl is

maker of os wood pulp teeth
said to of fine quay

A different process is em-
ployed in the manufacture of wood pulp
screws These are usually of the larger
size and made from compound
of pulp clay alkali salsodu
glue After casting or rather pressing
the threads are and the then
treated to a bath of ulphate of copper
An oil varnish finish completes the
work and toqgh classic screw val-
uable various uses the result

Yet anotherjsuccessful application of
this curious is In the manu
facture of telegraph poles The lat-
ter are hollow and very much lighter
than those that are of wood

are stronger and are to be

11

unaffected by the sun rain or any other
causes which shorten the life of the
ordnary wooden pole The pulp is cast
in a mold with core in the center

a tube of the desired length
Coffins too are now made in Europe-
of wood pulp which are susceptJWe of
a high polish look as well as tile finest
woods and are less expensive
Still another German genius has con-
structed a good tued cannon out of
pulp having a steel core and the ex-
terior

¬

bound by five layers of
wire It Is far lighter than a

steel gun and is likewise said to be
much stronger than a similar thickness
of metal Not to be behind the times-
a Chicago genius has constructed a bi
cycle frame entirely of wood pulp and
would like to start a factory for the
manufacture of paper bikes Bicycle
handies made out of blotting paper

j which In turn comes from pulp are now
I not uncommon

Everyone is familiar with paper
matches which have come into gen
eral use Strips of paper about half
an inch wide are first drawn through a
combustible vat and are then by ma ¬

chinery turned into long thin stems
These are cut into right lengths and
the heads dipped into a solution of
phosphorus wax and dried Paper
matches are cheaper to than

of wood and within few years
this Industry has assumed such pro
portions that it is not impossible that
the familiar wooden match will become-
a thing of the past-

In Jut victorious advance wood DUD
now threatens to Invade the cloth and
leather industries as it has that of pa-per steel and others A Frenchman
named Clavies has invented a process formating paper thread Before being cut
in strips the paper Is steeped in certainchemicals which give It tenacity anddurability and it is then wound on bob
bins and twisted into threads and after-
wards passed through pair cylindersto coat it and give ta a glossy = > nearance This the Inventor claimscan be worked up into fabrics variouskinds and put to the ordinary uses Stillanother Frenchman has found a way to
make excellent sailcloth out of pulp and
another trenlus makes a very gpod grade
of carpet lining which furnishes a moth-proof and elastic foundation for the car-pet Yet another Inventor Vienna
has found a process for the manufacture
of artificial leather from red beech andclms that sole leather can thus be
obtained superior to animal leather in
firmness and durability

A pair of English chemists have dis
covered a to make a water proof
paint of wood pulp which is sprayedorer buildings ships and the like Theprocess Is simple and inexpensive and
for painting large surfaces much is ex-
pected of Still a Srenchman
has found a way to make paper bags
that are impervious to water and a
Berlin inventor has produced a fire-
proof paper thin and of good duality
For that not long ago a woodpulu works constructed a stove out ofpaper which answered every purpose as
if It had been made of iron It was how
ever purely an experiment Paper win
dow panes were made several ago
in tils country and these have latterly
been much improved on In France They
hsne the appearance of milky glass and
are admirable for greenhouse use In the
latter country too portable houses are
now made of wood pulp very success-
fully and good grade ol pulleys
well

Paper boats and especially paper canoes-
re at all ncw but they have not

come into general use as it was expected
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FROM WOOD PCLP FIIO3I FOREST TifB
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a few years ago that they would P=per
cafaDidors however are to be found
everywhere and palls flower pots and I

similar articles are now In common use
Paper furniturei tables chairs and the Ilike are as yet a novelty so too is iimi-
tation

¬

porcelain ware paper barrels
I

wagon wheels horseshoes and the Eke
But all of those are beIng made in a
small way and indicate possibilities forI the future

The latest advance in the art that of
I ciii making can now be said to be suc-

cessful
¬

beyond question or doubt Arti-
ficial

¬

sJk is being mace in considerable
quantities by itro English mills and by I

seitKal others n France There is really
nothing ss > yery wonderful about it since-
It is simply doing mechanically and
chemically what the silk worm dos The
latter simply eats up the leaves of the
mulberry tree digests them adds a cer-
tain

¬

slue and splnj the ceiiuloselile stun
thus formed Into Its cocon The new pro¬
cess simiarlj takes a suitable wood Jilltreats It chemically and forces the mix-
ture

¬

through tine tubes Into rnnnJnt-
rwaterwhfre it hardens and the thread
thus formed Is caught up by delcate
linscccs dred and spun into an ordinary
si thread The fabric mode from this
thread s said to be detectable from real
siilc onlv be means of the microscope it
Is susceptible of the highest finish can
be dyed in any colors is strong and dur-
able

¬

and is very much cheaper than silkfsrlca made loom the product of thest worm
Perhaps it would be regarded as a hoax

If I were to say that a fine Havana cigarmay likewise be made from ordinary pulp
whch only an expert can detect but Itis nevertheless a fact and the sole reasonttit the manufacture is not srciwa is
that it is not now commercially profitable
Here too is nothing wonderul since thesource ot a smokers delight is smpy a
mesh of tasteless vegetables flavored with
certain chem ca13 The labaratorv pro
cess of the soil may bo perfectly C rI-cated

t
in the laboratory of the chenustas the work of the silk worms belly may

be duplicated by a machine It is a wide
and stretching vista which these factssuggest and it requires no vivid Imago I

nauon to plot the borders of the futureof synthetic chemistry1
H F JOKOSA
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3 anosro EXAMiXATKKV-

A Cnmlidnfe For 11 Library Appolnt
luent Stump the Board

Baltimore Sun A competitive ex-
amination

¬

of applicants for the posi ¬
tions of porter and errand boy In the
Boston public library was held re

porter shocked the examiners by his
display of frivolity in evading ques ¬

tions which he could not answer He
did not get the position The paper is
as follows

QDescribe briefly the difference-
as recorded in history between a pil-
grim

¬

and a Puritan

Aone was a centerboard and the
other a finkeel

QThrough what states does the
Mississippi river pass
AIts usual state mud and water

does notalter
Q Where are Louisville Detroit

Caracas Sierra Leone Cyprus Stock ¬

holm Budapest Berne the Orinoco
river

AThe exact locations of these
places as indicated In the present
maps have been seriously questioned-
and I cannot undertake to settle the
dispute without further inquiry The
Orinoco river passes in a not al¬

together straight course through the
Orinoco valley and is fed by various
feeders

Q Where is Chicago
AI dont know I am a New

Yorker
QWhere is Cleveland
AHe wont tell
Q Describe a feasible course for

the circumnavigation of the globe
mentioning all bodies of water which
would be passed through
AIn a balloon No waters would-

be passed through
QWhat was the cause of the war

of 1812 and of the Mexican war
ALoe for fighting with excuses
QDescribe the famous naval bat-

tles
¬

of any age
AThe ships which were to contend

with each other approached and an
engagement ensued in which one side
got the worst of it The fight then
stopped This describes all naval bat ¬ I

tles of any age-
QMentlon in chronological order

the political parties In the United
States which have in turn controlled j

affairs from 1789 to the present j

ARot having been an office holder
during any of the periods referred to
these facts have escaped me

QYfhat was the French revolution
Give dates and tell In a few words I

what causes produced it-

AThe French revolution was an
uprising among the French people I
cannot give dates because this revo-
lution only occurred once It was
called by the desire to kill those whose
faults were different

QHow may the races of mankind I

be chiefly divided
ALosers and winners

u

< >

QWhat does the IndiGermanlcfamily include
AIndians and Germans but in

Kansas the combination is said to be
not a successQIs there any distinction ethnic-
ally

¬
between the Chinese and Japanese

I if so what
A Yes The Japanese can fightQWhat is a troubadour
AtThel troubadour Is now extinct

and the question should inquire as to
what a troubadour was

QName the present poet laureateAA western paper lately said his
name was William Watson

QWhat is 1 a vade mecum 2 a
concordance 3 a digest
AIt you swallow No 2 you will

have No 1 for want of No 3
QWhat do you understand by the

phrase blank verse
AGeneral weariness
QXame an English author who

used I-
tArIt never had any use
QWhat do you understand by an

oration
AA speech over the dead body of

Caesar
Qof what persons are the follow ¬

lag pseudonymes Mark Twain George
Eliot Currer Bell Jean PaulATheir real names dont countQWhy are these pseudonymes-
used

ATo create steryfor adver ¬
tisement

QYhat is the difference between a
university and a college
AIt Is merely one of degreeQWhat is secondary education
A Taking things on hearsayQWhat do you understand by uni ¬

versity extension
AThe Yale boat race in EnglandQWhat do you understand by the

word fetich
AA yellow dog for luckQTell what you know of the

origin of penny postage the electric
telegraph the submarine cable the
discovery of anaestheticsAI know nothing and I claim full
marks for this as entirely complying
with the direction

QWhy is piracy now practically
extinct

AThrough change of name Ex ¬
cept in the book business it Is now
called diplomacy trusteeship etcQGive a plausible explanation of
the origin of the Indians in America

A 1nere is none
QWhat in a few words are tran-

scendentalism
¬

epicurianism and utili-
iarJaaisni
A1e first means thinking on thenx3f whi1 lliving1 In the basement the

second means living high on 750 a
week the third is the study of how to
ito so

Q Name in chronological order the
various peoples which have InhabitedEngland

A Engiaixi has been inhabited byEngllai only Various foreign peoples
arrived but Immediately became Eng
Us

hQ
What does the present Britishempire lnciuii-

eAEverything it could grab except
the United States Venezuela Ireland
and some of the surrounding planets

FAILURE OF GOTH lItJRG SYSTEM

Attempt to IuUc the SnIe of Liquor
in Soririty n JIonopolyFutlle

London Times The British vice consul-
at Sluensflord in his latest report states
that during the past year the time ex
Dired for which two of the towns in his
district Sklen and Brevhad the right
of having the Gothenburg system ofbolags or samlags for the sale of spirits-
as a monopoly According to the new
liauor law the Inhabitants of towns
have the right of vetoing the further ex
istence of any bolag In iteir town BothSkies and Brevlg voted by large ma ¬
jorities against It so that they have no
longer those bolags which were so
warmly advocated b3 the NorwegianI

I

press when the question of the Gothen ¬
burg system was fully ventilated a short
time ago The fact of the bolags having
been voted down in several other towns
in Norway besides Skien and Brevig
shows that they are not so popular asmight be supposed But It should be
stated that it is mainly owing to the
persevering agitation of the teetotal ele-
ment

¬
aided by the womens votes thatthese samlugs are being ousted Intowns where these institutions are thus

abolished and where no privileges for
the sale of spirits are still held by pri
vate individuals from former days

spirits cannot now be bought In smaller
quantities that 230 liters which practi
callv means the nonsale of spirits in
such towns But in some towns privi-
leges

¬

are still held by vivate indi-
viduals

¬

This Is the case in Skien where
the spirit traffic flourishes undiminished
to the great chagrin of those whose zeal
has secured the abolition of the samlag

j But no sooner are the samlags abolished
which is generally effected by agitation-
and gives rise to considerable ill feeling
that the press complains that large
sources of income have thus been lostto the communities The profits from
the samlags were always utilized for thesupport of charitable Institutions andobjects of general local interest which
must now be maintained by taxing theratepayers or else be totally abandoned
The new Norwegian liquor law may
have its advantages but when it con ¬
tains clauses prohibiting the sale even
in the best hotels of any kind of spirits
from Saturday midday to Monday morn¬
ing the law becomes inexpedient andonerous This is proved by the fact thatthe ChrIstiania police authorities have
found it wise to make representations to
the government to obtain the relaxation
of the abovenamed clause The liquorquestion in Norway seems to be under ¬
going a crisis of alteration Willing as
the Norwegians seem to be to reduce the
sale of spirits to a minimum they are
scarcely likely to allow of such farreach ¬
ing encroachments on the personal liber¬
ties of free citizens of a free country
The prohibitions already existing in some
districts against the sale of spirits havealready led to evil results in the shape
of the excessive use of naphtha by thelower classes and in the itroduction ofa class of liquor called laddevin which
on analysis quite lately has been found-
to contain highly injurious ingredients-
and

I

the sale of whIch Is now strictly for ¬

bidden The British consular agent atTonsberg also mentions in his report that
the samlag in that town was abolishedby public vote so that for five years
brandy cannot be obtained In the town

CLccrnuc Mo i 3iis UNDER GROUXD

European Cities Will Construct Tun-
nels

¬

for Their Trolley Kcadx
Pittsburg Dispatch When electric un¬

derground railroads were first proposed In
Europe great prejudice was created
against them by the emphasis laid by
their opponents on the danger and incon-
venience

¬

of carrying crowds of people
down elevators Into the bowels of the
earth and the risks of being caught in an
accident in a tunnel tiny feet below the
surface of the ground In this country
this hole In the ground fallacy Is still
In use as a war cry but in Europe it has
received its quietus from the indisputable-
success of the system of the underground
electric traction

When the facts and figures of this sys
tem are impartially considered it Is hard-
to escape from the conviction that it is
the most sensible and effective solution of
the question of rapid transit for large
cities now in existence It Is said In fact
that nearly all the large capitals In
Europe have now In contemplation rail-
roads

¬
of ths descroption

The new line at BudaPesth has just
been opened The rest cf the double
track rood was 36COO per mlle Thtaverage speed mointolsed including stop¬
paGes is lUiraiies an hour The stationplatforms are from ten to 15 feet wide
The station walls are covered with white
glazed tiles All the iron parts through-
out

¬
the tunnel are painted a silver color

which reflects the light and makes the
tunnel as light as day In the hottest
weather the cars are delightfully cool
One of the most suggestive features of the
road Is that In the morning and evening
nearly every passenger Iis reading ins
daily paper which he does with all the
comfort and case of daylight conditions

Brussels Is about to lay down ij system
of Greatheod tunnels The line will run
SO feet beov the surface and will be
operated by electricity The line Is to I

cost less than l000COuI per mile It will
have an automatic block system which
will make collisions mpossble

In London there atc no fewer than six
electric underground roads now au-
thorized

¬
Two of these are at present

being actively pushed forward The work-
is regularly progressing unhindered by
any springs that may b encountered as
the shield used In driving the tunnels-
Is watertight and airtight There are no
signs of the excavation visible to street
passengers excepting only at the sites of
proposed aCons The minImum depth
of the tunnels will be 50 feet and the
maximum depth 100 feet Access from
above to the platforms will be had by
monster elevators each with a carrying
capacity of 230 persons The cost of con-
struction

¬

and equipment Is J25COCCO The
twins w II It e running next summer Tfty
will be dispatched at two and onehalf
minute Intervals-

It will serve to give some idea of the
magnitude of these combined railway en ¬
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will reach a total of 45
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